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ETHNIC IDENTITY IS AN INTERACTIONAL IDENTITY. The word “ ethnic" that 

we use in our daily life sometimes can be related to foreign origins, unusual, 

different, unique, traditional, and has cultural relation. Actually, the word of 

ethnic came from the Greek word “ ethnos" used by Homer in Iliad on 7-8th 

BC which indicates a group of people that is different from “ us". However, as

the time move forward, the word “ ethnic" has been understood as stated 

above (foreign, unusual, different, unique, traditional, and cultural related). 

As I understand, ethnic group can be defined as a group of people that belief

they share the same ancestry, history, cultural traits such as language and 

religion which are different from other group. Some said ethnic group is 

equal as cultural group. However, Edmund Leach who studied Kachin people 

in Burma (Myanmar) argued that by assuming that there are no differences 

between ethnic group and cultural group will lead to failure in addressing 

various aspects of ethnic phenomena (Dr. Rie Nakamura’s slide, What is an 

Ethnic Group? Ethnic troubles & Theories of Ethnicity). The question here, 

what is the concept of ethnic identity as “ interactional identity"? Before I 

explain further, I would like to define what ethnic identity is. According to 

Kanchan Chandra (2006), ethnic identity means an individual is eligible to be

a member by determined his identity. There are four major components of 

ethnic identity: 1. Ethnic awareness (understanding of one’s own and other 

groups) 2. Ethnic self-identification (label used for one’s own group) 3. Ethnic

attitudes (feeling about own and other groups) 4. Ethnic behaviors (behavior 

patterns specific to an ethnic group) 
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